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DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND ITS FUNCTIONS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Operations research, in the most general 

sense, can be characterized as the 

application of scientific methods, 

techniques and tools to problems involving 

the operations of a system, so as to provide 

those in control of the operations with 

optimum solutions to the problems 

(Churchman, 1994). The fundamental 

elements of activity investigated principally 

concern deciding the manners by which one 

can achieve maximum yield, profit and 

performance and ways to minimize loss, 

risk and cost incurred. Operation Research 

came into existence during the research of 

military activities undertaken by the forces 

before World War II.  Today its strategies 

have developed to concern issues in a 

variety of  industries. 

Operation research consists of a diverse 

range of sub sections such as: Forecasting, 

Game Theory, Inventory Theory, Real 

Options Valuation, Optimal Maintenance, 

etc. 

In this article, we will understand 'Dynamic 

Programming' and its utilization in various 

industries in detail. 
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WHAT IS DYNAMIC 

PROGRAMMING? 

Dynamic programming is a numerical 

procedure for explaining certain types of 

successive choice issues. We describe a 

consecutive choice issue as an issue in 

which an arrangement of choices must be 

settled on with every choice influencing 

future decisions. We have to consider such 

issues since we seldom experience an 

operational circumstance where the 

ramifications of any choice don't stretch out 

into the future. For instance, the most ideal 

approach to contribute reserves this year 

relies on how the returns from the current 

year's speculations can be utilized one year 

from now. The support approach we should 

use for our hardware this year relies on what 

we expect to do with this apparatus later on. 

The cases are as varied as the fields of man's 

undertaking. 

HISTORY 

The term Dynamic Programming was 

coined by Richard Bellman in 1940 to help 

depict the procedure of critical thinking 

wherein a man needs to locate the most 

ideal answer for the issue in a steady 

progression. By 1953, he refined this to the 

cutting edge significance, particularly 

referring to settling smaller choice issues 

inside bigger choices and the field was from 

that point perceived by the IEEE as a 

frameworks investigation and building 

theme. 

The word dynamic was chosen by Bellman 

to catch the time-varying aspect of the 

issues and also because sounded 

impressive. The word programming alluded 

to the utilization of the strategy to locate an 

ideal program, in the feeling of a military 

timetable for preparing or for co-

ordinations. This utilization is the same as 

that in the expressions direct programming 

and numerical programming, an equivalent 

word for scientific improvement. (Bellman, 

1984) 

In the pages to follow, we will discuss the 

capabilities and significance of Dynamic 

Programming in three fields: 

1. Information Technology 

2. Railways 

3.       Investment Allocation 

 

This shall be followed by a comparative 

study between the three sectors mentioned 

above.  

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

 

Dynamic programming is typically viewed 

as an outline method, where every 

application is composed as an individual 

program. This appears differently in 

relation to different methods, for example, 

straight programming, where there exists a 

solitary nonspecific program that fathoms 

all occasions. From a product building point 

of view, the absence of a nonspecific 

answer for dynamic writing computer 

programs is to some degree unacceptable. It 

would be much better if dynamic 

programming could be comprehended as a 

product segment, where the thoughts basic 
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to every one of its applications are express 

in shared code. In this paper, we contend 

that such a part does without a doubt exist, 

at any rate for a huge class of utilizations in 

which the choice procedure is a consecutive 

sweep of the info grouping. The 

appropriateness of C++ for communicating 

this sort of nonexclusive program, and 

contend that the straightforwardness 

offered by languid practical writing 

computer programs is best. Specifically, 

utilitarian projects can be controlled as 

arithmetical articulations. The paper does 

not present any novel outcomes: it is a 

prologue to late work on the formalization 

of algorithmic ideal models in 

programming designing.  

Dynamic programming is utilized in 

enhancement issues. Where the 

arrangement in view of already observed 

improved arrangement is assembled. An 

issue is subdivided into a few covering sub 

issues and utilizing base up approach, the 

whole issue is fathomed utilizing the 

arrangement of covering sub issues as of 

now observed. It is essentially relevant 

when you have a crisp issue close by and 

you are building up an answer starting with 

no outside help and required huge 

enhancement regarding handling and 

execution time of the arrangement. So it is 

appropriate to be utilized in item industry 

and research issues, for example, machine 

learning based application. A greater part of 

the product business is benefit industry 

where giving an answer concurring the 

necessity inside stringent SLA and after that 

giving upkeep and upgrade of the 

arrangement is what is normal from the 

supplier.  

At its centre, unique writing computer 

programs is based on two things:  

1. Breaking major issues down into 

smaller ones.  

2. Storing ("memorizing") middle 

outcomes so they're just processed once.  

Both of these ideas come up continuously 

in "this present reality".  

The latter point is basically a scholastic 

method for saying "reserving", and you'd be 

unable to discover an altogether measured 

programming framework that doesn't make 

utilization of storing as it were.  

When situations are in terms of separating 

issues into smaller issues, that gets to the 

core of any recursive or partition and 

overcome arrangement. 

 

 

RAILWAYS 

 

Bellman’s Dynamic Programming provides 

us with an algorithm to optimize the train 

running profile. An optimal train trajectory 

which minimizes the total amount of energy 

consumed is produced by fixed origin and 

destination, limited electric motive force, 

stipulated running time and electric brake 

by VVVF controlled induction 

motor/generator blended with mechanical 

brake, several local speed constraints and 

local inclines. 

Dynamic Programming helps us to modify 

and change the Train Timetable design for 
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the most optimal use of the resources. This 

optimality makes the management of 

railways more efficient and faster. 

The key to finding the optimal solution is to 

find the “Energy-saving” train run-curve . 

This optimization is made by changing the 

speed-position profile while keeping the 

same run time.  

When optimizing Train running programs, 

many methods fail to comprehend the 

complicated actual train running 

preconditions for e.g. motive/brake torque, 

state variables such as speed limits and 

variable grade profile. However Dynamic 

Programming is able to cope with such 

complicated conditions, it can directly deal 

with such difficult constraints to reach an 

optimal solution for the control problem 

Dynamic Programming works through the 

Effective utilization of system memory for 

shorter computation time 

Dynamic programming is not only used in 

time management but also in determining 

the prices of train tickets. In 2006, Indian 

Railway had introduced Dynamic Pricing 

of tickets for the freight as well as passenger 

tickets for both Peak and Non-peak seasons. 

A smart-pricing formula was developed to 

compete with airways and to increase fares 

in as per the demand curve.  

 

INVESTMENT ALLOCATION 

In developing nations initially settled 

modern plants principally are process 

manufacturing plants and these production 

lines are described by extraordinary 

heterogeneity. In the logical article the need 

of utilization of an optimality rule and a 

technique for dynamic programming (DP) 

is considered at dispersion of interests in 

agro modern complex. We will see that the 

circulation issue as inner and outside 

interests in the given market is greatly quite 

perspective of specificity of an estimation 

of a complex of dangers natural in given 

industry and highlights of an execution 

assessment of speculations. The essential 

propensities and highlights of inner 

ventures of agrarian and mechanical 

endeavours are considered. Need of use of 

dynamic programming techniques is 

demonstrated at tolerating of trading 

choices. Probability of information 

application techniques at development of 

fiscally scientific models at the undertaking 

is opened. 

There are a few Dynamic writing computer 

programs that are appropriate for some 

applications in the finance sector. 

The main group of Dynamic Programming 

Algorithms (DPA) are for sure an 

alternative application. For example, 

American alternatives evaluating.  

Traditional Monte Carlo is a forward 

advancing strategy, and not suited to 

address the valuation of American choices 

which more often than not requires in 

reverse acceptance.  

Dynamic Programming Principle (DPP) is 

executed through what we call Least-

Squares Monte Carlo (LSM). Ordinarily:  

• Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) 

proposed a LSM-DPA for finding the lower 

bound of an American put cost. The DPA 
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chooses of the activity limit at every 

discretization step.  

• Andersen and Broadie (2004) 

finished the strategy and proposed  another 

LSM-DPA for finding the upper headed at 

the cost. This is known as Dual Methods for 

American Option Pricing.  

The second and most broadly utilized group 

of DPA are for algorithmic exchanging. 

There are various types of calculations, 

however all utilization DPP:  

• Brokers: act just on one side (e.g. 

just purchase, or just offer) and mean to 

limit the execution cost. The DPA chooses 

of the planning and amount exchanged.  

• Market creators: purchase and pitch 

to boost benefit, and would prefer not to 

have stock. The DPA powerfully modifies 

offer/offer spread.  

A third family is about unique portfolio 

streamlining. This is obscure contrasted 

with the two others, however the principle 

thought is to upgrade resource portion 

under requirements and given a specific 

utility capacity. 

CONCLUSION 

 

After a thorough study of three major 

industries of the world, i.e  

Information Technology 

Railways  

Investment Allocation, 

we have come to the following conclusion: 

In the IT sector, dynamic programming is 

used as a tool for finding a solution to 

complex problems by breaking the problem 

into smaller sections which are easier to 

solve. This helps people find quick 

solutions to complex numericals. However, 

in the service sector of dynamic 

programming, it is used sparsely because 

there are algorithms to solve problems. 

These algorithms are trusted by people and 

hence, they do not want to switch to 

dynamic programming. However, dynamic 

programming is heavily used as a caching 

tool in the IT sector. 

Dynamic Programming has the most use in 

the Railways. It forms the core of the 

functions of the railway industry. In today’s 

tech-savvy world, dynamic programming is 

the  

 

 

 

 

backbone of the railways sector because 

every basic function right from pricing of 

tickets to scheduling of trains is done using 

this software. 

Dynamic programming is a relatively new 

concept in the investment allocation sector. 

However, it is catching up quickly and is 

eventually going to become the one of the 

most important component of the financial 

world. 

Thus, Dynamic Programming is a vast 

concept with a wide scope. It is used 

extensively in various fields today and will 

continue to grow in the years to come. 

As the world is edging towards a 

technological future, dynamic 

programming will become a part and parcel 

of our daily lives. 
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